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Abstract. In this paper we produce a family of sequentially compact,

locally compact, T2 first countable, scattered and separable spaces whose

product is not countably compact and thus answer a problem of C. T.

Scarborough and A. H. Stone [11] in the negative. We do this using the

continuum hypothesis. We also produce a completely regular, T2, sequen-

tially compact space K which is not ̂ -compact for any p e ßN — N.

Notation 1.1. N denotes the discrete space of integers {1, 2, 3,... }. All

spaces in this paper are Hausdorff. If A!" is a topological space and 77 is a

partition of X then X/m denotes both the quotient set and quotient space. We

use the continuum hypothesis (CH) throughout, fi denotes the first uncount-

able ordinal. We reserve greek symbols like a, ß,..., etc. to denote a

countable ordinal. English letters like m, n are usually members of Af. ßN

denotes the Stone-Cech compactification of N, and ii X c ßN then we give

X its subspace topology. Notions about filters and ßN can be found in [4].

We follow [5] for notions about scattered spaces. Hereafter, an element

P E ßN — N is considered to be given in advance.

Definition 1.2. Let Y be an open subset of ßN, P E ßN - N and 77 a

partition of Y. We say that the pair (Y, m) satisfies the condition V if the

following hold:

(i) P £Y.
(ii) N c X and {«} E 77 for all n E N.

(iii) 77 is a partition of Y by compact sets of ßN.

(iv) Y/m is countable, locally compact and T2.

(v) Given a member A Em there is a compact open set V of ßN so that

A c V c Y and V is saturated under 77.
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Lemma  1.3. Let (Y, m) be as in Definition  1.2 and satisfy V. Let Fx,

F2, . . ., Fn, . . . be a sequence of distinct members of m such that

M 00 \ So 00

U F„ - U F„    n Y = 0   and   F =   U F„ - U F„.
n=\ n=\      ) n-1 n-1

Let P £ F. FAezz /Aez-e exz'í/s a compact, open set W of ßN so that P S. W and

W D F azziz7 IF n F z j saturated under m.

Proof. From (iv) and (v) of Definition 1.2 we get that Y can be expressed

as a pairwise disjoint union U^=iA/„ of compact, open sets Mx,

M2,..., Mn,... of ßN so that Mn is saturated under m for all n E N. If we

put Mn/m = An for all zz G A then Y/m is the disjoint union U™.^,, of

compact, open sets Ax, A2,..., An,... of Y/m. Let q: Y-* Y/m be the

canonical quotient map. Then the fact that Mn/m is T2 (from (iv) of

Definition 1.2) gives that the restriction of q to Mn is closed. Hence q:

Y -» Y/m is a closed map. Thus if B c Y is open and 6 c ß is the union of

all members of m contained in B then Q is open in Y and hence in ßN. Now

U ^Fn= (Un°°=1F„) U Fand F n T = 0. So

I UFnjnA4 = l UF„nA/J

is compact for all k EN. Put (U £L xFn) n Mk = Dk for & S N. Since P g F

and F is closed we have that there is a compact, open set S of ySA/ so that

F C 5 and P g S. Now

00 00 05

U7),UF= UF„UF=   UF„
Ar= 1 n = l n=l

is compact and the collection {S, Mx, M2,..., Mn,... } is an open cover for

U "=.\Fn. So there is an integer k > 1 so that D, c 5 if / > k and / E A. It is

now clear that U,~ k+\D¡ ^ F. Using the closedness of the quotient map q:

Y^Y/m we get that the union  V of all members of m contained in

Y n S n (öT-k+iMi)is °Pen in ßN- i* follows from (iv) and (v) of Defini-

tion 1.2 that given I > k and / E A there is a compact open set V¡ of ßN so

that D¡ c V, c M, (~) V and V¡ is saturated under 77 since D, is compact. Put

L = \JfLk+xV,. Then L is an open set of ̂ A so that UjLk+lD¡ cLcSn

Y and L is saturated under m. Then L^ F and L c S and Ln F is

saturated under 77. Then L = W is the required open set of the theorem.

Corollary 1.4. Let Y, m be as in Lemma 1.3 and(Y, m) satisfy the condition

V. Let Fx, F2,..., F„,... be a sequence of distinct members of m so that

ÖT-\F„- Uñ-\F„ = F is disjoint with Y and P g F. Then there exists an
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open set Y0 and a partition mQ of Y0 so that the following hold:

(a) ( Y0, m0) satisfies V.

(b) y0 d f.

(c) Y0D Y and m0 D m.

Proof. Let W be as in the conclusion of Lemma 1.3. Let Y0 = Y u W,

"o = "■ U {W - y} if F ¥* 0 and Y0 = Y, m0 = m otherwise. Then we get

the corollary.

Lemma 1.5. Let Yn c ßN be an open set, mn a partition of Yn so that (Yn, mn)

satisfies V, and Yn+XD Ynandmn+XD m„ Sor n EN. Let Y = \J%LxYn and

if - U f-iTV 77ie« (Y, m) satisSies V.

Proof. Easy to see.

Corollary 1.6. Let (Y, m) be as in Lemma 1.3 and satisfy condition V. Let

S be a countable family of subsets of ßN so that if A E 'S then there is a

countable collection {(?,, G2, . . . , Gn, . . . } of distinct members of m so that

A = (U~=1G„ - U^XG„) and P £A. Then there is an open set Y0 of ßN

and a partition mQ of Y0 so that the following hold:

(a) Y0D Y and m0 D 77.

(b) ( Y0,770) satisfies the condition V.

(c) If A E f and A ^ 0 then Y0 n A ^ 0.

Proof. Write the members of 'S in a sequence Ax, A2,... ,An,.... Ii

Y n Ax=£ 0 or Ax = 0 then put Yx = Y and 77, = 77. If Y n Ax = 0 then

use Corollary 1.4 to get an open set Yx and a partition 77, of Yx so that

l^i D Y; 77, D 77; (y„ 77,) satisfies V and y, D /!,. By induction suppose we

have defined Y¡ and 77; for / = 1,2,...,« where n EN. Assume further that

the following hold:

(i) y C y, c Yj for all i,j = 1, 2,..., n so that i < j.

(ii) 77 c 77,. c 77, for all i,j = 1, 2, ..., n so that j < /

(iii) y,- n 4- =7* 0 if 4- ¥= 0 where 1 = 1, 2, 3,..., n.

(iv) (y„ 77,) satisfies condition V for all / = 1, 2,..., n.

If An+X = 0 or 4,+, n y„ * 0 then put Yn+X = Yn and 77„+1 = *„. If

>í„+1 7e 0 and yln+1 n y„ = 0 then use Corollary 1.4 to get (Yn+X, m„+x) so

that (Yn+X, mn+x) satisfies V; y„+1 3 Y„; mn+x 3 mn; and Yn+X d /<„+,. Then

the statements (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) above are true for n + 1 also. Now put

Yo= U".,y„ and 770 = U~=,77„. Then this (Y0, m0) satisfies the (a), (b), (c)

of this corollary.

Remark 1.7. Let P E ßN - N. We are going to give below a method for

constructing an open set Y of ßN and a partition 77 of y by compact sets so

that P g Y and Y/ m is first countable, locally compact, T2, locally count-
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able, y d A and {zz} E m for ail n E A and whenever F,, F2,..., F„,... is

a sequence of distinct members of m and (U*./,- U "_ \F„) = F =£ 0

then Y n F =£ 0. This method was introduced by the first author in [6] and

was used in [7], and [9] to solve some problems of W. W. Comfort; Z.

Semadeni; R. Telgarsky; P. Nyikos and S. P. Franklin.

Definition 1.8 (The V-process). The following method of constructing an

open set Y of ßN and a partition m of Y is called the V-process. Put Yx = N

and 77, = {{zz}|zz E A}. Put f, to be the collection of all sequences of

distinct member of 77,. Put §, to be the collection of all sets A of the form

(oo oo        \

UF„-UFn
n-1 n-1       /

where the sequence (F,, F2,..., F„,... ) is a member of <5X and P E A.

Then §x is uncountable. Let {Axx, Ax2,..., AXa,... } be as well ordering of

S, (using (CH)) where 1 < a < ß. Now assume that 9 E [I, ß) is a successor

ordinal equal to y + 1 and that we have defined Ya,- ma and AaS for all a so

that 1 < a < y and 5 so that 1 < 8 < ß. Assume further that (Ya, tra)

satisfies the condition V for all a E [1, y] and Ya D YB and 77a d tt^ for all a,

ß in [1, y] and ß < a. Assume that given a E [1, y] and 8 E [1, ß) there is a

sequence F„ F2, . . . , Fn, . . . of distinct members of ma so that

Aas = U„°_iFn - \J™-\F„ and P E AaS. Conversely assume that given a E

[1, y] and a sequence Gx, G2,..., G„,.. . of distinct members of 77a so that

P £ Ur-iÇ, there is an n E [1, ß) so that A^ = (U?.xGn- Uf-i^).
Then using Corollary 1.6 construct an open set Y9 = Yy+X and a partition

77ö = 77y+, of yy+, so that the following conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) hold:

(a) Yy+X is an open subset of ßN and 77y+, is a partition of Yy+X by

compact sets.

(b) (Yy+X, my+x) satisfies condition V.

(c) Yy+X D Yy and77y+, d 7ry.

(d) yy+, n AvS t* 0 provided 1 < r¡ < y and 1 < 5 < <oY and A^ =£ 0.

Now put Sy+, to be the collection of all sequences (F,, F2,..., F„,... } of

distinct members of 77y+, so that P g öT-\F„- Put §y+x to-be the collection

of all sets of the form A = (U"_,Fn - U^F,,) where the sequence F,,

F2, . . . , F„, . . . is in <5y+x. We well order §y+x as Aly+X)X,

•^(y+i)2> • • • ' A,y+i)S, ■ ■ ■ with 8 E [I, fi) by using (CH). (At this point we

remark that it is easy to see that Sy+, is uncountable and has cardinality c

and hence §y+x can be well ordered by [1, ÏÏ).)

Now assume that 9 is a limit ordinal in [1, ß) and we have defined Ya, ma

and AaS for all a, 8 where a E [1, 9) and 8 E [1, ß). Put Ye = Ua<9ya and

me = U a<e'na- Let %9 denote the collection of all sequences (F,,

F2,..., F„,... ) of distinct members of mg so that P E Unc_,F(I. Let §e be
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the collection of all sets A of the form U"_,F„- \J*.XF„ where the

sequence (Fx, F2,..., Fn,... ) is in %. Then §e is uncountable. Well order

§g as Agx, A92,..., Aes,... where 1 < 8 < ß.

Finally put Yp = UeeimYg and^ = U9e[1,ö)77# and Xp = Yp/mp.

The V-process ends here.

The spaces Xp constructed above will be the spaces that will answer a

problem of C. Scarborough and A. H. Stone [11]. We proceed below to show

that Xp is a first countable, locally compact, T2 sequentially compact space

for all P EßN - N.

Theorem 1.9. Let P E ßN - N, and let Yp, mp, Xp, Ya, ma, AaS be as in the

definition of V-process for all a E [1, ß) and 8 E [1, ß). Then the space Xp

obtained in the V-process is locally compact, T2, locally countable and hence

first countable. Moreover if Fx, F2,..., Fn,... is a sequence of distinct

members of mp and LC-i^ ~ U f. XF„ = A =£ 0 then A n Yp ¥= 0.

Proof. Now Ya is open in ßN, Ya d Yß and 77a d 77^ for all a, ß E [1, ß)

and a > ß. (These assertions are easy to see from the definition of Ya and ma

in the V-process.) Put Xa = Yjma for all a E [1, ß). Then Xa c Xp in a

natural way and Xa is open in Xß because 77a c 77^ for all a, ß E [1, ß) and

a < ß. Moreover, Xp = Uae[i)n)A/a. Since (Ya, ma) satisfies condition V we

have that Xa is countable, locally compact, T2 and hence first countable for

all o E [1, ß). Since Xp = Uae[X¡a)Xa and Xa is open in Xp for all a E [1, ß)

we get that Xp is T2, locally compact, locally countable and first countable.

Now let Fx, F2,..., F„,... be a sequence of distinct members of mp and let

U n-xF„ - LC_iF„ = A =£ 0. We claim that An Yp^0.1o see this we
first of all see from the definition of mp that given in n EN there is an

an E [1, ß) so that Fn E m^. So, if a E [1, ß) and a > an for all n E N then

F„ E ma for all n E N. Now we have two cases.

Case (ï). P E U "_,F„ - U "-iF„ = A. Then there is a S in [1, ß) so that

A — AaS. (This is from the definition of AaS's.) Now there is a y E [1, ß) so

that y > a and 8 < 03y. Then Yy n AaS^ 0 from the construction of Yy in

the V-process. So Yp n AyS is also i= 0.

Case (ii). P E A = (Uñ.xFa - U~_iFn). Then we claim that there is a

subsequence Fni, Fni, . . . , Fv . . . of Fx, F2, . . . , Fn, . . . so that

P E B = U"-i^ - Ur°°,,^ and B ̂  0, and B nYa = 0. If this is
proved then the Case (i) aboe shows that Y n B ^ 0 and B c U^Li^ -

U™-XF„ = A. Thus we will get Yp n A ¥= 0 in this case too. Now (Ya, ma)

satisfies condition V. So, as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 we can find pairwise

disjoint compact, open subsets Af,, M2,..., Mn,... of ßN so that Ya =

U%LxMn and each Af„ is saturated under 7ra. Since P E U"-!^ we have

that U»-xFn is not compact. So W¡?-xFn cannot be contained in a finite
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union of the Mn's. So there exists an infinite sequence nx < n2< n3

< • • • < nk < ... of integers in A so that each M„k contains at least one

Fn. Now ßN is extremally disconnected. So P can belong to the closure of at

most one of the sets U ?_, M„    or U ?_, M„
w*=l        "(2t) "—K—1        "(2* + l)

Choose the sequence (Mnik) if P E U~.,A7„2t and the sequence (M„ik+i)

otherwise. Rename the chosen sequence as (Mpt) for convenience. For each

k E A choose one set Frk from the sequence (F„) so that FTk c Mpk for all

k E N. Then U¿L,Frt cannot be compact since the collection {MpJk EN)

is an open cover for U T-i^ ^Tom which a finite cover cannot be extracted.

So U£.,Fn - UgL,F^ = g ^=0 and F E B. Clearly B n ^ = 0 and
hence 5 c'u"_1F„ - /'„CU*,^- Un<LiF„ = ^. So the subsequence

(Ff/i) is the required subsequence and we have the theorem.

Theorem 1.10. Let P E ßN - A, and let Xp be the space obtained by the

V-process. Then Xp is countably compact. Since it is also first countable, it is

sequentially compact.

Proof. Let Yp, mp, Ya, ma be as in the definition of V-process for all a in [1,

ß). Let q: Yp -» Xp be the canonical quotient map. Let (x„ x2,..., x„,... )

be a countable discrete infinite set in Xp. Choose F„ E mp so that q(Fn) = x„

for all zi £ JV. Now Yp ç\ A i= 0 by Theorem 1.9 where A

= U "=|F„- \JT-\F„. Lety E Yp n A. Then q(y) E Xp is clearly a cluster
point of the set {x„ x2,..., x„,... ). So Xp is countably compact and

Theorem 1.9 gives that Xp is also sequentially compact.

Definition l.ll. Let p E ßN - N be given. Let X be a topological space.

X is called p-compact if given any 1-1 map/: A-»A' there is a continuous

extension g: N u {p} -* X off from A u {p} into A'.

Remark. The idea of p-compactness was first introduced in a different

form by A. R. Bernstein in [2].

Lemma 1.12. Let p E ßN — N be given. Then the space Xp obtained by the

use of V-process is not p-compact. Moreover, Xp is scattered. So given an

element p E ßN - N, there is a scattered, locally compact, T2, locally count-

able, first countable, sequentially compact, non p-compact space.

Proof. Let Xp u {oo} be the one point compactification of Xp. Let q:

Yp^>Xp the quotient map and/ = c7|A. Then/: A-» Xp is a function which

is one-to-one on A. We are going to show that this / has no continuous

extension from A u {p} -* Xp. Let g: ßN ->X u {oo} be the function which

maps ßN/ Yp onto {oo} and coincides with q on Yp. Then g is continuous and

is the unique continuous extension of / to ßN. In particular g(p) = oo. Now

ß(N u {p}) = /?A so every continuous function <p: A u {p} -* Xp u {oo}

must extend to a unique continuous function 4>: ßN -» Xp u {oo}. So if there
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is a continuous extension/: N u [p}~>Xp oi f to N u (p) then there will

be a continuous extension g of/from ßN -» Xp u (oo) and this g will also be

a continuous extension of/. Now g(p) E Xp and g(p) = oo. So g =£ g. So, if

an extension/for/exists as a continuous function from Af u {/>} -> Xp then

/: JV -» A^ u {00} will have two continuous extensions g, g from ßN -*Xp\j

{00} which is not possible. So Xp is not/»-compact. The second part of the

lemma now follows easily from Theorem 1.10.

Lemma 1.13. Let X be a topological space, and let f: N -» X a one-to-one

function Srom N into X. Thenf(N) has a cluster point in X if and only if there is

at least one p0 E ßN — N so that f extends continuously to a function g:

N U {Pq} -*X from N u {p0) into X.

Proof. If/has a continuous extension / from N \j {p0} into X for some

p0E ßN - N then /(/>„) is a cluster point oif(N). Conversely let f(N) have

a cluster point / in X. Let T be the filter of all deleted neighbourhoods of / in

X. Let £F be the collection of subsets A c N so that A E S <=> 3 a member

V E "Y so that A = (i\f(i) E V and / E V}. Then it is easily seen that £ is

a filter on N which is free. So S is contained in a free ultrafilter/?0 E /3A. Let

g: N u {/>o} -> X be the function so that g(p0) = I and g\N = /. Then g is a

continuous extension of /to AT u {/>0}-

Theorem 1.14. For every p E ßN - N let Zp be a T2 topological space which

is not p-compact. Then ]lpeßN-N^P Ji not countably compact. Hence there

exists a Samily qS sequentially compact, T2, locally compact, locally countable,

scattered, Sirst countable spaces whose product is not countably compact.

Proof. For every p E ßN - N let fp: AT-» Zp be a one-to-one function

from N-*Zp which does not extend continuously to a function gp: N u {/>}

-» Zp. Let/: N -» HpeßN-NZp be the product function MpeßN_Nfp defined by

the rule that thepth coordinate of f(n) isSp(n) for all n E N andp E ßN -

N. Then/is a 1-1 map from N into \ipeßN-NZp. Now letp0 E ßN - N he

given. Then / cannot extend continuously to a function <i>: A^ u {p0} -*

npe^-ArZp- For if such a 0 exists then the function g = <j>Po ° <j>: HpeßN_N -»

Zpo will be a continuous extension of SPo to a function from ][pBßN-N-^Zpo

where <^o is the projection from UpeßN-NZp onto Zpo. So /(A/) will be an

infinite set which will have no cluster point in HpeßN-NZp by Lemma 1.13.

So HpsßN-NZp is not countably compact.

Now taking Zp = Xp of Lemma 1.12 for each/? E ßN - N we get the last

assertion of our theorem.

Remark. The V-process of M. Rajagopalan is very effective in solving
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some problems in topology considered by M. E. Rudin [10], A. V. Arhan-

gel'skiï [1] and others on constructing hereditarily separable, regular, non-

Lindelöf spaces and compact c-spaces. These results obtained by the first

author will appear elsewhere.

K. Kunen, and Eric Van Douwen informed the authors in a private

communication that by a different method they also got spaces like Xp of

Definition 1.8. Recently their technique was also used by J. E. Vaughn [12] to

get the same type of spaces. Both J. E. Vaughn and K. Kunen use (CH). Eric

Van Douwen uses an axiom weaker then (CH). Their results are very recent

and the results of this paper were obtained in 1974 and were announced in

[13]. Recently M. Rajagopalan got the solution to the above-mentioned

problem of C. Scarborough and A. H. Stone using an axiom called © which

is weaker than both (CH) and (MA) [14].

The following result is of independent interest.

Theorem 1.15. There exists a completely regular T2 sequentially compact

space M which is not p-compact for any p E ßN — N. Then M2' is not

countably compact.

Proof. Let x0 be a fixed element of WpeßN_NXp where Xp is the space

constructed by V-process above for eachp E ßN - N. Let M be the set of all

elements of l\pSßN_NXp which differ from x0 in at most a countable number

of coordinates. Then M is easily seen to be sequentially compact. Now M

contains a closed subspace homeomorphic to Xp whatever p E ßN — N may

be. Since Xp is not p-compact, it follows that M is not p-compact where

p E ßN - N. Let us put Mp = M for all p E ßN - N. Then imitating the

proof of Theorem 1.14 we get that UpeßN_NMp = Mr is not countably

compact.
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